Neuroimaging studies of language have typically focused on either production or comprehension of single speech utterances such as syllables, words, or sentences. In this study we used a new approach to functional MRI acquisition and analysis to characterize the neural responses during production and comprehension of complex real-life speech. First, using a time-warp based intrasubject correlation method, we identified all areas that are reliably activated in the brains of speakers telling a 15-min-long narrative. Next, we identified areas that are reliably activated in the brains of listeners as they comprehended that same narrative. This allowed us to identify networks of brain regions specific to production and comprehension, as well as those that are shared between the two processes. The results indicate that production of a real-life narrative is not localized to the left hemisphere but recruits an extensive bilateral network, which overlaps extensively with the comprehension system. Moreover, by directly comparing the neural activity time courses during production and comprehension of the same narrative we were able to identify not only the spatial overlap of activity but also areas in which the neural activity is coupled across the speaker's and listener's brains during production and comprehension of the same narrative. We demonstrate widespread bilateral coupling between production-and comprehension-related processing within both linguistic and nonlinguistic areas, exposing the surprising extent of shared processes across the two systems.
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speech production | speech comprehension | intersubject correlation | brain-to-brain coupling S uccessful verbal communication requires the finely orchestrated interaction between production-based processes in the speaker's brain and comprehension-based processes in the listener's brain. The extent of brain areas involved in the production of real-world speech in a speaker's brain during naturalistic communication is largely unknown. As a result, the degree of overlap between the production and comprehension systems, and the ways in which they interact, remain controversial. This study pursues three aims: (i) to map all areas (including but not limited to sensory, motoric, linguistic, and extralinguistic) that are reliably activated during the production of complex, real-world narrative; (ii) to map the overlap between areas that respond reliably during the production and the comprehension of real-world narrative; and (iii) to assess the coupling between activity in the speaker's brain during naturalistic production and activity in the listener's brain during comprehension of the same narrative. We discuss each challenge in turn.
The functional-anatomic architecture underlying the production of speech in an ecological context is incompletely characterized. Studies investigating production-based brain activity have been mainly restricted to the production of single phonemes (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) , words (6) (7) (8) , or short phrases in decontextualized, isolated environments (9-13) (see refs. 14 and 15 for exceptions). These studies report of a set of lateralized brain regions in the left frontal and left temporal-parietal hemisphere that are activated during speech production. These results are in contrast to the extensive bilateral set of brain areas reported to be activated during speech comprehension (16) (17) (18) . Moreover, during comprehension, long segments of real-life speech activate a set of extralinguistic midline areas, such as the precuneus and medial prefrontal areas (18, 19) . It is not known whether production of real-life speech will also recruit these extralinguistic areas. Thus, in this study we asked whether a similarly extensive and bilateral set of brain areas will be involved in the production of real-life complex narratives, contrary to the prevailing models, which argue for a rather lateralized, dorsal-stream production system (17, (20) (21) (22) .
Mapping the cortical attributes of the production system during natural speech is further complicated by methodological challenges related to the motor variability across repeated speech acts (retellings) (23) . Unlike comprehension, where the same story can be presented repeatedly in an identical manner across listeners, in real-world contexts a speaker will never produce exactly the same utterances without subtle differences in speech rate, intonation, word choice, and grammar. In addition, owing to both the spatiotemporal complexity of natural language and an insufficient understanding of language-related neural processes, it is challenging to use conventional hypothesis-driven functional MRI (fMRI) analysis methods for modeling the brain activity acquired during long segments of natural speech. These challenges have mired our ability to fully characterize the production system. Here, to map motor, linguistic, and extralinguistic areas involved in realworld speech production, we trained speakers [one amateur storyteller (L.J.S.) as well as two professional actors] to precisely reproduce a real-life 15-min-duration narrative in the fMRI scanner. This unique design allowed us to map the reliable responses within the production system as a whole during the production of real-life rehearsed speech and to compare those to the responses recorded during spontaneous speech. Further, to correct for the variability in the motor output across retellings, we applied a dynamic time-warping method to the fMRI data that allowed us to assess the response reliability within and across speakers during the production of real-life speech.
Uncertainty about the extent of the production system has hindered attempts at mapping the full spatial overlap between the production and comprehension systems. This is further complicated by the fact that few neurolinguistic studies measure production and comprehension of speech using the same speech materials (24, 25) . Seminal studies have attempted to map the extent of overlap between brain areas dedicated to the production and comprehension of speech (12, (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) and have identified intriguing spatial overlaps between the production and comprehension systems in left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), left medial temporal gyrus (MTG), left superior temporal sulcus (STG), and left Sylvian fissure at the parietal-temporal boundary (SPt). These studies by and large implicate left hemisphere structures but provide an incomplete map of the overlap between the two systems, because it is unknown whether such overlap changes in the context of complex communication.
Finally, mapping the extent of spatial overlap between comprehension and production of real-life speech is necessary but not sufficient for understanding the relationship between the two processes. An area involved in both speech production and speech comprehension can nonetheless perform different functions across the two tasks. In contrast, if similar functions are being recruited during the production and comprehension of speech, then the brain responses over time will be correlated (coupled) across the speaker's and the listener's brains. A better characterization of the temporal dependencies between productionbased and comprehension-based neural processes requires a paradigm that allows for the direct comparison of the neural response time courses across both functions. Recently, we reported neural coupling across a speaker and a group of listeners during natural communication (33) . However, that study did not map the production system. To assess whether the neural coupling across interlocutors is extensive or confined to a small portion of the production system it is necessary to map the full extent of brain regions that participate in the production of real-life speech. The comprehensive mapping of the production system in this study allowed us to assess the extent of speaker-listener neural coupling and to situate this coupling within the context of the larger human communication system.
Results
Production of Real-Life Story. To map all areas involved in the production of natural speech, we asked a speaker to memorize and precisely reproduce a story she spontaneously produced in a prior study (33) . The speaker was instructed to use the exact same utterances during each repetition, as well as to try to preserve the same intent to communicate while maintaining the intonations, pauses, and rate of speech as in the original unrehearsed telling. To assess the speaker's ability to reproduce the story, we cross-correlated the audio envelopes of each recording with the original (first) recording. After the speaker learned to reproduce the story in a precise manner, she was brought back to the scanner to retell the story multiple times (n = 12).
Temporal Variability in Speech Production. Although the speaker managed to retell the story using similar utterances, we observed small differences in the precision of the production timing across repetitions (Fig. 1A) . First, each recording was slightly longer or shorter in total length relative to the original recording (∼15 min ± 15 s). Second, the variability in speech rate was not evenly distributed within each recording of the story (see lines in Fig.  1A ). Such inherent variability in the production timing of reallife utterances is a major hurdle for the mapping of the production system during natural speech.
Time-Warp Analysis. To correct for the variability in the motor output, we adapted a dynamic time-warping technique used previously in the context of speech perception (34, 35) to our fMRI data. An audio recording of each spoken story provided us with a precise and objective measure of the speaker's behavior during each retelling. The time-warping technique (Fig. 1B) matches the audio envelope of each spoken story to the audio envelope of the original recording (reference audio, R). In contrast to a linear interpolation technique that interpolates at constant rate throughout a dataset, the time-warping technique dynamically stretches or compresses different components of the audio envelope to maximize its correlation to the audio envelope of the original story production (Fig. 1B) . Examples of time-warped audios are shown in Fig. 1C (audio examples are also available upon request).
The time-warp procedure increases the correlation of the speech envelope across retellings, and more so than linear interpolation. Fig. 1D presents the autocorrelation plots between the audio envelopes of different speech recordings when using either linear interpolation or the time-warping procedure. The zero-lag peak correlation, attesting to the temporal alignment across recordings, is increased after applying the time-warping procedure compared with the linear interpolation (r = 0.18 ± 0.1 vs. r = 0.68 ± 0.09).
The level of correlation between the time-warped audio and the original recording provided us with an objective measure of the speaker's ability to reproduce the story in a reliable manner. The time-warped audio envelope was significantly correlated with The experimental design involves a speaker first telling a spontaneous story inside an fMRI scanner (reference speaker, R) and then retelling the same story inside the scanner (S1-S9). For illustration we present a 2-min segment of the audio traces for the original production (R, reference) and two reproductions of the story (S1 and S2). Lines between the audio traces indicate differences in the timing of the same utterances across recordings. (B) The time-warp analysis stretches and compresses subsections of one audio recording to maximize its correlation to the first reference (R) recording, resulting in a time-warp vector of maximally correlated time points unique to each repetition of the story (see blue and red diagonal lines for S1 and S2, respectively). The zoom (Inset) of a segment of timewarp vector shows the deviation of the time-warp vector from the identity matrix. (C) The resultant vector is used to interpolate the audio recordings to equal lengths. (D) The time-warped audio envelopes show strong zero-lag cross-correlation (r = 0.68 ± 0.09 SE), whereas the linear-interpolated audio envelopes are more weakly correlated (r = 0.18 ± 0.10 SE). This demonstrates the efficacy of time warping for temporally aligning the audio signals across recordings.
the original recording in 9 out of the 12 recordings by the original speaker (r = 0.52 ± 0.05), 10 out of 11 recordings by the first actor (r = 0.29 ± 0.03), and 6 out of 10 recordings by the second actor (r = 0.19 ± 0.04). Failing to time-warp a given recording to the original recording indicates that the speaker failed to reproduce the story in a precise manner during a retelling run. Of the 33 datasets originally recorded from all three speakers, we removed 8 outliers, leaving a total of 25 speech production datasets (Methods).
Time Warping of the Blood-Oxygen-Level-Dependent Signal. The acoustic time-warping vector for each recording (e.g., blue and red diagonal lines, Fig. 1B ) was then used to dynamically align the fMRI signals to the same time base as the original reference audio (Fig. 2 A-C) . The same time warping is applied to all voxels within a given retelling run. Only in cases where the brain responses are time-locked to the speech utterances applying the audio time warping to the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) responses will improve the correlation of the BOLD responses across runs. However, given that the time-warping structure is determined based on the similarities among the sound wave forms, it cannot inflate (by overfitting) the neural correlation across repetitions. If two brain signals are uncorrelated with the speech production process, then using an independent time-warping alignment will not increase their similarity. Moreover, the timewarping procedure can only correct for differences in the production timing across recordings but cannot correct for other differences, such as differences in intonation or communicative intent. The presence of these additional behavioral differences can only reduce the reliability of neural responses across retellings, and thus reduce our sensitivity to detect reliable responses across retellings.
Intrasubject Correlation Analysis. Having mapped neural activity from each retelling onto a common time base, we next sought to measure the reliability of the neural time courses in the speaker's brain across retellings. To do so, we implemented an intrasubject correlation (intra-SC) analysis (Methods). For illustration purposes Fig. 2D presents the cross-correlation between the BOLD response time courses in the motor cortex across different speech recordings, both for linear interpolation (Fig. 2D, Upper) and for the time-warping procedure (Fig. 2D, Lower) . A clear zero-lag peak correlation is observed after the time-warping procedure, with a clear advantaged for the time-warped signals, attesting to the temporal alignment of neural activity across retellings of the story. To map all areas that were reliably involved in speech production we computed the intra-SC analysis across the entire brain. Statistical significance of the intra-SC analysis was assessed using a nonparametric permutation procedure. All maps were corrected for multiple comparisons by controlling the false discovery rate (FDR).
Shared Brain Responses During Real-World Speech Production. The intra-SC analysis identified an extensive network of brain areas essential for the production of speech in the context of telling a real-life story (see Table S1 for Talairach coordinates). These areas responded in a reliable manner within the speaker's brain across multiple productions of the same 15-min story (Fig. 3A) . Reliable responses during speech production were seen in motor speech areas, including the left and right motor cortices, as well as both right and left premotor cortex. Reliable responses were also observed in the right and left insula, which are adjacent to the motor cortex and may be crucial for syllabification (36) , and in the basal ganglia, which is critically involved in motor coordination (37) . Further reliable responses were seen bilaterally in the IFG. Specifically, this included the left pars triangularis and pars orbitalis, whose activity is associated with lexical access (38) and the construction of grammatical structures (39) , among other functions (40, 41) (Discussion), and the right posterior IFS and pars orbitalis.
Reliable responses during speech production also extended to the left and right STG, left and right temporal pole (TP), left and right MTG, and left and right temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and Sylvian fissure (SPt). These structures have been previously linked to speech comprehension; here they are bilaterally reliable during production (Discussion). Significant reliability was also observed in a collection of extralinguistic areas implicated in the processing of semantic and social aspects of the story (19) , including the precuneus, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate, and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), all bilateral.
We quantified the bilaterality of brain responses seen during speech production using a lateralization index (42, 43) (Table S2 and SI Methods). The laterality index (LI) yields values between −1 and 1, with +1 being purely left and −1 being purely right reliable responses, and with values between 0.2 and −0.2 widely considered to be bilateral (42, 43) . We found significant bilateral responses in the STG, TP, TPJ, angular gyrus (AG), motor cortex, premotor cortex, and precuneus. Within the bilaterality found, AG (−0.198 ± 0.04) and precuneus (−0.173 ± 0.039) were weakly lateralized to the right, and the STG (0.19 ± 0.038), TP (0.09 ± 0.025), TPJ (0.12 ± 0.021), motor cortex (0.046 ± 0.022), and premotor cortex (0.068 ± 0.033) were weakly left lateralized. The MTG showed reliable responses in both hemispheres but was weakly lateralized to the left (0.224 ± 0.034). Considered in its entirety, the IFG response reliability was left-lateralized (0.486 ± 0.056), but when the IFG was segmented into smaller known functional areas bilaterality was observed in its more dorsal posterior segments (0.2 ± 0.035). This overall weak selectivity is in contrast to the current model of left-lateralized activity during speech production (17) and suggests a greater role than previously assumed for the right hemisphere during complex, narrative production. Spontaneous vs. Rehearsed Speech. To ensure that our results can be generalized to spontaneous speech, we correlated the brain responses recorded during spontaneous speech with the brain responses recorded during the rehearsed speech using intra-SC (Fig. S1 ). Intra-SC revealed that the same extensive, bilateral network of brain areas recruited during rehearsed speech production is also shared between spontaneous and rehearsed speech production. Although our methods show extensive overlap between spontaneous and rehearsed speech, they do not allow us to assess differences between these two forms of speech production, because the spontaneous telling of a story is by definition a singular event that cannot be replicated. Nonetheless, the large extent of brain areas reliably activated during the production of spontaneous and rehearsed speech suggests the validity of using rehearsed speech to measure the entire network active during speech production in real-world contexts. Differences between spontaneous and rehearsed speech would manifest as an even more extensive network of brain areas recruited during complex speech production.
Brain Areas Are Aligned Across Speech Acts Only When Speakers
Produce the Exact Same Speech Utterances. To test whether reliable responses during speech production are tied to the content of the story and not a function of the production of natural speech in general, we asked the speaker to tell another spontaneous, real-life story in the scanner. In this case, the same speaker is producing spontaneous and complex speech during both stories; however, the content of the speech varies across the two stories. We used intra-SC to compare the speaker's brain activity while telling the first story to her brain activity while telling the second story. We find no significant reliable responses between these two different speech productions. This suggests that the network reliably involved during speech production is tightly tied to the content of the produced speech.
Reliability of Brain Activity Across Speech Acts Is Tied to the Semantic and Grammatical Content of the Speech. To ensure that the reliability of brain responses seen across speech production acts is not solely the result of low-level motor output, we asked the speaker to reproduce nonsense speech multiple times in the scanner. Specifically, the speaker uttered the phrase "goo da ga ba la la la fee foo fa" for 5 min, eight different times. The phrase was uttered to the beat of a metronome to ensure maximal correlation across speech acts (Methods). We used intra-SC to compare the speaker's brain responses while telling each 5-min nonsense speech act. We find reliable brain responses in early auditory cortex and motor cortex but no significant reliability in brain areas that process upper-level aspects of speech production (Fig. S2A ). This suggests that the extensive shared brain responses seen during narrative speech production is indeed tied to the semantic and grammatical content of the speech produced.
Reproduction of Real-Life Story by Secondary Speakers. To replicate our findings using additional speakers we trained two secondary speakers (SSs) to precisely reproduce the original real-life story told by the primary speaker. Once the secondary speakers learned to repeat the story with adequate precision (Methods), each was brought into the fMRI scanner to retell the story multiple times (n = 11 for SS 1, n = 10 for SS 2). Fig. S3 presents the quantified behavioral analysis of the precision with which each SS performed the story inside the fMRI scanner. The time-warped audio envelope of the SS reproductions was significantly correlated with the primary speaker's original recording in 10 out of 11 recordings by the first SS and 6 out of 10 recordings by the second SS. The successful production runs were entered into subsequent neural analysis (Methods).
Shared Brain Responses Between Multiple Speakers During Real-
World Speech. To measure the reliability of the response time courses between the primary speaker and each secondary speaker we used a variation of the previously described intrasubject correlation analysis, an intersubject correlation (inter-SC) analysis (44, 45) . For each brain region, the inter-SC analysis now measures the correlation of the response time courses across different speakers producing the same story. As with the intra-SC map, significance was assessed using a nonparametric permutation procedure and the map was corrected for multiple comparisons using an FDR procedure. The inter-SC between the primary speaker and each of the secondary speakers was similar to the production map obtained within the primary speaker ( Fig.  3 B and C) . We observed reliable responses in motor cortex, TPJ, MTG, TP, precuneus, left medial prefrontal gyrus, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Although areas showing reliable activation during speaking were consistent among all speakers (especially in the motor cortex along the central gyrus, the temporal partial junction, middle temporal gyrus, temporal pole, precuneus, left medial prefrontal gyrus, and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex), the strength of the results in the two secondary speakers was weaker than in the primary speaker, possibly related to the memorization of a story as opposed to the recollection of an episodic experience.
Overlapping and Distinct Elements of Production and Comprehension
Networks: Shared Brain Responses During Speech Comprehension. To measure the overlap between the production and comprehension systems, we first measured the shared brain responses during speech comprehension. The comprehension map was based on the 11 subjects who listened, for the first time, to a recording of the story in a separate study (33) , and the map was corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR. Successful comprehension was also monitored using a postscan questionnaire (Methods and ref. 33 ).
Reliability of Brain Activity During Comprehension Is Tied to the
Content of the Story. To ensure that the reliable brain activity seen during speech comprehension is not the result of low-level acoustic input we asked a listener to listen to the nonsense speech produced by the speaker (discussed above) multiple times in the scanner (n = 8). In this case, the listener is listening to the same auditory input but cannot form any interpretation of meaning Table S1 for a complete list of areas that respond reliably during speech production.
over time. We used intra-SC to compare the listener's brain responses while listening to each 5-min nonsense speech act. We found reliable brain responses in early auditory cortex but no significant reliability in brain areas that process upper-level aspects of language comprehension (Fig. S2B ). This suggests that the extensive shared brain responses seen during narrative speech comprehension are tied to the content of the story. This finding also reinforces previous findings that demonstrate that shared meaningless auditory input (e.g., reversed speech) does not result in the extensive reliable activity shared across listeners during the comprehension of meaningful auditory input (18) . Moreover, the opposite is also true: Shared content without shared form has been shown to evoke reliable responses in high-order brain areas but not in low-order brain areas, such as correlations found between Russian listeners who listened to a Russian story and English listeners who listened to a translation of the story (46) . As a result, we are confident that the widespread areas that responded reliably during speech comprehension and production are tied to the processing of linguistic and extralinguistic content and not to the processing of low-level audio features.
Spatial Overlap Between Speech Production and Speech Comprehension.
A spatial comparison of the speech production network and the speech comprehension network revealed substantial overlap (Fig.  S4 , orange) as well as sets of areas that were specific to production (red) and comprehension (yellow) processes. Some aspects of speech comprehension and production may be unique to each process, and indeed there were brain areas selective for only one or the other function. Areas involved in speech production included bilateral motor cortex, bilateral premotor cortex, left anterior dorsal section of the IFG, and a subset of bilateral areas along the temporal lobe (see Table S1 for a complete list). Areas involved in speech comprehension (but not production) included bilateral parietal lobule, the right pars orbitalis), and a set of areas bilaterally along the temporal lobe. However, many of the brain areas involved in speech production were also reliably activated during speech comprehension. The overlapping areas included bilateral TPJ and subsets of regions along the STG and MTG, as well as the precuneus, posterior cingulate, and mPFC. A t test (α = 0.05) between the production-related and comprehension-related reliability values indicated that none of the overlapping voxels exhibited significantly greater reliability during the production or comprehension of the narrative. The overlap suggests, plausibly, that many productionrelated and comprehension-related computations are performed within the same brain areas.
Widespread Coupling of Neural Activity in Speaker and Listener
During Real-World Communication. Finally, taking advantage of our measurements of neural responses during production and comprehension of the same story, we directly compared the neural time courses elicited during production and comprehension. To measure the coupling between production and comprehension mechanisms, we formulated, in a previous publication, a model of the expected responses in the listener's brain during speech comprehension based on the speaker's responses during speech production (Methods and ref. 33 ). The coupling model allows us to test the hypothesis that the speaker's brain responses during production are spatially and temporally coupled with the brain responses measured across listeners during comprehension. During communication we expect significant production-comprehension couplings to occur if the neural responses during the production of speech in the speakers are similar to the neural responses in the listener's brain during the comprehension of the same speech utterances (47) (48) (49) .
Significant coupling between the speaker's and listeners' brain responses was found in "comprehension-related" areas along the left anterior and posterior MTG, bilateral TP, bilateral STG, bilateral AG, and bilateral TPJ; "production-related" areas in the dorsal posterior section of the left IFG, the bilateral insula, the left premotor cortex, and the supplementary motor cortex; and a collection of extra linguistic areas known to be involved in narrative comprehension, including the precuneus and mPFC (Fig. 4) . Thus, these results replicate our previous findings using a new dataset (33) . Moreover, the results indicate that the extent of coupling between the speaker and listener is greater than previously reported. This is probably due to the increase in signal-to-noise ratio when averaging BOLD signal across multiple speech production runs. In addition, the extensive coupling further relieves the methodological challenge of using rehearsed speech to model spontaneous speech, because the rehearsed speech production was more extensively coupled to the listeners, all of whom listened only once and for the first time. Most importantly, this study places the idea of a speaker-listener coupling within the context of the human communication system as a whole by assessing the extent of coupling relative to the extent of segregation between the production and comprehension systems. Our results suggest that only a subset of the human communication system is dedicated to either the production or the comprehension of speech, whereas the majority of brain areas exhibit responses that are shared, hence similar, across the speakers and the listeners (Fig. 5) .
Discussion
In this study we mapped the network of brain areas involved in complex, real-world speech production. The production of realworld speech recruited a network of bilateral brain areas within the motor system, the language system, as well as extralinguistic areas (Fig. 3) . The bilateral symmetry observed in the production network challenges the suggestion that the dorsal linguistic stream, which is associated with the production system, is strongly lateralized to the left hemisphere (17, 50) . The lack of lateralized responses is in agreement, however, with several recent publications that report bilaterality in speech production (12, 20, (50) (51) (52) . A major difference between this study and all others investigating language processing is the production task. Here the speakers produced a long, unconstrained, real-life narrative, which is likely to recruit a larger network of brain areas relative to prior studies that have focused mainly on the production of short and unrelated utterances (12, 23) . In addition, analytical methods differ greatly between this study and previous ones: Here we measure response reliability, whereas the majority of previous studies measure signal amplitude using eventrelated averaging methods (12, 23) . As we demonstrated before, intersubject and intrasubject correlation can uncover reliable responses that cannot be detected using standard event-related averaging methods (53) . Our data-driven approach seems to increase our sensitivity to detect production-related responses in the speaker's brain (especially in the right hemisphere) that were not reported in prior studies.
A growing number of right hemisphere homologs have been reported for left hemispheric areas involved in speech comprehension and speech production; these reports are in apparent conflict with lesion data that persistently indicate lateralization to the left hemisphere. Resolving this puzzle is beyond the scope of this Fig. 4 . Areas in which the responses during speech production are coupled to the responses during speech comprehension. The comprehension-production coupling includes bilateral temporal cortices and linguistic and extralinguistic brain areas (see Table S1 for a complete list). Significance was assessed using a nonparametric permutation procedure and the map was corrected for multiple comparisons using an FDR procedure. study; our study was not designed to discern the nature of the right hemisphere contribution. Moreover, against the background of predominantly bilateral production-related neural activity we did note some laterality in the production system. For example, the anterior portion of the left IFG exhibited stronger productionrelated reliability than in the right hemisphere. In addition, we observed slightly more production and comprehension responses in the left MTG than in the right (Table S1 ). The left MTG seems to be crucial in the retrieval of lexical items (discussed below), a process that may be necessary for both the production and comprehension of words.
The comprehensive mapping of the production network allowed us to assess the extent of overlap between brain areas involved in the production and comprehension of the same complex, real-world speech. Fig. 5 provides a schematic summary of the main results. We found areas of activity specific to either speech production (Fig. 5, red) or speech comprehension (Fig. 5,  yellow) , as well as regions that responded reliably during both the production and comprehension of real-world speech (Fig. 5 , orange and blue). The areas of convergence included regions classically associated with the comprehension system (including anterior and posterior MTG and STG, as well as the TPJ and AG, all bilaterally) as well as regions classically associated with the production system (including the left dorsal IFG and the insula bilaterally). Furthermore, we observed extensive coupling in extralinguistic areas such as the precuneus and mPFC. Finally, a large subset of the overlapping areas did not only respond reliably during both speech production and comprehension but also exhibited temporally coupled (correlated) activity profiles across the two tasks (Fig. 5, blue) .
The response time courses evoked during the production and comprehension of the same story were coupled in many areas previously known to be crucial for either comprehension or production of speech. The IFG is of particular interest in this respect. Whereas it was traditionally associated with speech production (54, 55) , more recent work has identified finer parcellations in this region (40, 56 ) that associate it with functions including language comprehension. In terms of the role of this area in speech production, left BA 44-45 has been shown to be involved in the articulatory loop and to increase its response amplitude as a function inner speech rate (57), verbal fluency (58) , and generation of pseudowords relative to familiar words (59) . In agreement with these studies the left IFG, including BA44 and BA45, exhibits highly reliable activation patterns during speech production in all three speakers. However, the left IFG was also found to be involved with semantic, syntactic, and phonological processes that are relevant to both the production and comprehension of speech (41) . These processes include semantic retrieval (60), lexical decision (61), syntactic transformations (62, 63) , and verbal working memory (64) (65) (66) (67) (68) (69) . Based on such reports it was argued that the left IFG is involved with both production and comprehension processes (21, 70, 71) . Our study goes beyond these findings by revealing a production-comprehension coupling in the left dorsal BA44-45. Thus, the present data indicate that a portion of the left IFG is not only involved in production and comprehension of speech but also exhibits a common pattern of activity when people produce or comprehend the same natural speech patterns. Moreover, the insular cortex, a region involved with coordination of complex articulatory movements (36) and also implicated as a core lesion area for Broca's aphasia (72, 73) , also exhibited strong production-comprehension coupling. The robust coupling in this area is especially noteworthy when compared against the more mixed pattern of results observed across subregions of the IFG.
The production-comprehension coupling observed here suggests that many aspects of language processing are shared across both functions, but it also argues against a strong version of the motor theory of speech perception (MTSP) (48) . MTSP argues that the recruitment of the articulatory motor system is necessary for speech comprehension (47) . In contrast, our results indicate that the articulatory-based motor areas along the left and right ventral precentral gyrus responded reliably only during speech production (Fig. S4, red) , but not during speech comprehension. The finding that speech comprehension does not rely on the articulatory system is in agreement with the observation that young infants can comprehend speech before they are able to produce speech (74) . However, our study did find production-comprehension coupling in the left premotor cortex and the left and right insula, which are adjacent to early motor areas, as well as in the dorsal and ventral linguistic streams (75) . Thus, our findings argue for robust interconnected relationships between action (production)-perception (comprehension) circuits at the syntactic and semantic levels but not at the articulatory level (76) .
Production-comprehension coupling was also found in areas traditionally thought to be involved in speech comprehension, such as the STG, MTG, and AG (17, 31, 72, (77) (78) (79) (80) (81) (82) (83) (84) (85) (86) (87) (88) (89) (90) . Although it is initially surprising to observe coupled responses in traditionally comprehension-based areas, these results are consistent with recent findings, such as the implication of the left posterior MTG in lexical access, which is needed for both production and comprehension of speech (91) . Using diffusion imaging of white matter pathways, the left MTG has been indicated to be interconnected with many parietal and frontal language-related regions (92) . These data suggest a central role for the left posterior MTG in both production and comprehension of speech, because the region seems to function as a focal point for both processes (13, 92) . The bilateral STG has also been shown to be involved in speech production and speech comprehension, specifically in the external loop of selfmonitoring, based on studies that distorted the subjects' feedback of their own voices or presented the subjects with alien feedback while they spoke (93, 94) . More recently, the AG has been shown to be involved with the construction of meaning in its temporal parts (31, 50) and with sensorimotor speech transformation in its more parietal parts along the posterior Sylvian fissure (24) . In agreement with the notion that these functions are integral to the production as well as the comprehension of speech, our data indicate they share similar response time courses during the processing of the same story.
We found the most extensive production-comprehension coupling in the mPFC and precuneus. These extralinguistic areas are argued to be necessary for a range of social functions that should indeed be shared across interlocutors, such as the ability to infer the mental states of others (95) (96) (97) . For example, recent functional imaging findings suggest a central role for the precuneus in a wide spectrum of highly integrated tasks, including episodic memory retrieval, first-person perspective taking, and the experience of agency (98, 99) . Studies assessing the role of the mPFC assign functions ranging from reward-based learning and memory to empathy and theory of mind (96, 100, 101) . The ability of a listener to relate to a speaker and therefore understand the content of a complex real-world narrative seems to rest in these higher-level processing centers. For example, stories that require a clear understanding of second-order belief reasoning (understanding how another person can hold a belief about someone else's mental state) are frequently used as localizers for areas involved in theory of mind [mPFC, precuneus, and PCC (102-104)]. Inferring someone's intentions plays a valuable role during the exchange of information across interlocutors and may therefore be integral to the success of real-world communication.
Not all areas recruited by both speech comprehension and speech production responded in a similar way (orange areas in Fig. 5 and Fig. S4 ). This suggests that a subset of overlapping brain areas perform different computations during the production and the comprehension of speech. Interestingly, parts of the mid superior temporal sulcus, which are adjacent to early auditory cortical areas, responded reliably during production and comprehension processes separately but were not coupled between the two processes. During comprehension, these areas may receive input from early auditory areas and serve as an entry point for the analysis of the speech sounds properties, whereas during production these areas might be needed to monitor the precision of the speech output. Furthermore, some auditory processing areas seem to be inhibited during speech production (105) , which would decrease the coupling of activity between speakers and listeners in these regions (106) .
To map the entire production system using our methodologies, a speaker had to repeat the same story multiple times, thus potentially introducing adaption effects. Adaptation is the reduction in neural activity when stimuli are repeated. It has been reported robustly and at multiple spatial scales from individual cortical neurons to hemodynamic changes using fMRI. If repeated storytelling were affected by adaptation, brain activity involved in speech production should decrease over time, as should the shared brain responses across reproductions of the same story. In other words, adaptation effects work against our ability to assess the brain activity involved in speech production. The extensive reliable responses observed during the reproduction of the story suggest, however, that adaptation effects do not mask our ability to map many of the production-related brain areas active during rehearsed speech.
Another potential caveat with our coupling model is the possibility that the speaker-listener coupling results from the speaker also playing the role of listener, because she is likely to listen to herself while speaking. We were able to address this caveat in a previous publication with the analysis of the temporal structure of the data (33). In our model of brain coupling the speaker-listener temporal coupling is reflected in the model's weights, where each weight multiplies a temporally shifted time course of the speaker's brain responses relative to the moment of vocalization (synchronized alignment, zero shift). We found the shared responses among the listeners to be time-locked to the moment of vocalization. In contrast, in most areas the responses in the listeners' brains lagged behind the responses in the speaker's brain by 1-3 s. These results allay the methodological concern that the speaker-listener neural coupling is induced simply by the fact that the speaker is listening to her own speech, because the dynamics between the speaker and listener significantly differ from the dynamics among listeners (33) .
In this study we applied new methodological and analytical tools to map the production and comprehension systems during realworld communication and to measure functional coupling across systems. Our time-warp-based intraspeaker correlation analysis provides a comprehensive map of the human speech production system in its entirety and introduces a new experimental tool for studying speech production under more ecologically valid conditions. Moreover, we have shown extensive coupling between the response time courses in the speaker's brain and the listener's brain during the production and comprehension of the same story. The robust production-comprehension coupling observed here underlines the importance of studying comprehension and production within a unified framework. Just as one cannot study the processes by which information is transmitted at the synaptic level by focusing solely on the presynaptic or postsynaptic compartments, one cannot fully characterize the communication system by focusing on the processes within the border of an isolated brain (107) .
Methods
Subject Population. Three speakers and 11 listeners, ages 21-40, participated in one or more of the experiments. All participants were right-handed native English speakers. Procedures were in compliance with the safety guidelines for MRI research and approved by the University Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects at Princeton University. All participants provided written informed consent.
Production Procedure. In a previous study (33) , we used fMRI to record the brain activity of a speaker spontaneously telling a real-life story (15 min long). The speaker had three practice sessions inside the scanner telling real-life stories to familiarize her with the conditions of storytelling inside the scanner and to practice minimizing head movements during natural storytelling. In her fourth fMRI session, the speaker told a new, unrehearsed, real-life account of an experience she had as a freshman in high school. The speaker then told another, unrehearsed, real-life story of an experience she had while mountain climbing to be used as a control. Both stories were recorded using an MR-compatible microphone (discussed below). The speech recording was aligned with the transistor-transistor logic (TTL) signal produced by the scanner at the onset of the volume acquisition.
In the current study, the same speaker was asked to rehearse her first story, learning to reproduce the same narrative with the same utterances, keeping intonation and speech rate as similar as possible while maintaining the same intent to communicate. Communicative intent was maintained by instructing the speaker to produce each retelling of the story as if for a different friend or audience, much like one might share a story with multiple people in her daily life. In focusing on a personally relevant experience we strove both to approach the ecological setting of natural communication and to ensure the speaker's intention to communicate. After the speaker learned to precisely reproduce the story, she retold it in the scanner 12 more times.
Although the reliance on rehearsed speech is not fully natural, it serves as a compromise for natural speech by preserving the complexity of real-life narrative, and as such it provides a step forward from experimental protocols that rely on the production of single sentences or words in a decontextualized setup. Thus, in this study we were able to map all areas that respond reliably during the production of real-life rehearsed speech. This design, however, is not suitable for mapping areas that are uniquely activated during the production of spontaneous speech. The design does allow for the comparison of rehearsed and spontaneously produced speech, however, which can be used to measure the similarity in brain activity recruited during the two distinct processes.
Next, we recruited two secondary speakers (SSs), both accomplished actors, to repeat the experiment. Each SS was asked to first learn and then perform the reallife story told by the original speaker in a precise manner. Specifically, the SSs were instructed to tell the story as if it were their own. Once they could repeat the story with adequate precision (discussed below) they began retelling the story inside the fMRI scanner. Each SS had two practice storytelling sessions inside of the scanner to familiarize her with the scanner environment and learn to minimize head movement. They then each retold the story multiple times (n = 11 for SS 1, n = 10 for SS 2), each time with the intention to communicate the story to a different audience so as to maintain as natural an environment as possible.
Finally, we had the primary speaker perform a control experiment whereby she repeated the nonsense phrase "goo da ga ba la la la fee foo fa" repeatedly in 5-min segments and then repeated the entire 5-min nonsense production a total of eight times. The speaker repeated the nonsense syllabic phrase to the beat of a metronome, which allowed for temporal precision and maximal correlation across speech acts and eliminated the need for time warping. This procedure served as a control for low-level speech production as the speaker was reliably producing sound that contained no meaning.
Comprehension Procedure. Next, we measured the listeners' brain responses during audio playback of the original recorded story. We synchronized the functional MRI signals to the speaker's vocalization using the scanner's TTL pulse, which precedes each volume acquisition. Eleven listeners listened to the recording of the story. Our experimental design thus captured both the production and comprehension sides of the simulated communication. Following the fMRI scan, each listener was asked to freely recall the content of the story. Six independent raters scored each of these listener records according to a 115-point true/false questionnaire, and the resulting score provided a quantitative measure of each listener's understanding.
We then measured a listener's brain responses during audio playback of nonsense speech. The listener listened to all eight 5-min productions of the nonsense phrase "goo da ga ba la la la fee foo fa" told by the original speaker above. This served as a control for the role that content plays in comprehension, because the listener was hearing the same vocalizations but had no ability to interpret meaning.
Recording System. We recorded the speaker's speech during the fMRI scan using a customized MR-compatible recording system (FOMRI II; Optoacoustics Ltd). The MR recording system uses two orthogonally oriented optical microphones. The reference microphone captures the background noise, whereas the source microphone captures both background noise and the speaker's speech utterances (signal). A dual-adaptive filter subtracts the reference input from the source channel (using a least mean square approach). To achieve an optimal subtraction, the reference signal is adaptively filtered where the filter gains are learned continuously from the residual signal and the reference input. To prevent divergence of the filter when speech is present, a voice activity detector is integrated into the algorithm. Finally, a speech enhancement spectral filtering algorithm further preprocesses the speech output to achieve a real-time speech enhancement.
MRI Acquisition. Subjects were scanned in a 3T head-only MRI scanner (Allegra; Siemens). A custom radio frequency coil was used for the structural scans (NM-011 transmit head coil; Nova Medical). For fMRI scans, a series of volumes was acquired using a T2*-weighted EPI pulse sequence [repetition time (TR) 1,500 ms; echo time (TE) 30 ms; flip angle 80°]. The volume included 25 slices of 3-mm thickness with a 1-mm interslice gap (in-plane resolution 3 × 3 mm 2 ). T1-weighted high-resolution (1 × 1 × 1mm) anatomical images were acquired for each observer with an MPRAGE pulse sequence to allow accurate cortical segmentation and 3D surface reconstruction. To minimize head movement, subjects' heads were stabilized with foam padding. Stimuli were presented using Psychophysics toolbox (108) in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.). Highfidelity MRI-compatible headphones (MR Confon) were fitted to present the audio stimuli to the subjects while attenuating scanner noise.
Data Preprocessing. fMRI data were preprocessed with the BrainVoyager software package (Brain Innovation) and with additional software written with MATLAB Preprocessing of functional scans included linear trend removal and high-pass filtering (up to three cycles per experiment). All functional images were transformed into a shared Talairach coordinate system so that corresponding brain regions are roughly spatially aligned. To further overcome misregistration across subjects the data were spatially smoothed with a Gaussian filter of 8 mm full width at half maximum value. To remove transient nonspecific signal elevation effects at beginning of the experiment and some preprocessing artifacts at the edges of the time courses, we excluded the first 15 and the last 5 time points of the experiment from the story analysis. Further, voxels with a low mean BOLD signal (i.e., voxels outside the brain, defined as <400 activity units) were excluded from all subsequent analysis.
Correcting for Speech-Related Motion. To minimize head motion during speech, the speakers were first trained to speak with minimal head motion while lying on the scanner board by participating in two practice sessions each. To correct for any head motion, we used a 3D algorithm that adjusts for small head movements by rigid body transformations of all slices to the first reference volume. Detected head motions were less than 1mm, which is well within the range of typical movements observed in imaging studies.
Signal from individually defined regions of interest (ROIs) was regressed out of the data at each run, based on the assumption that signal from noise ROIs in white matter and scalp can be used to accurately model physiological fluctuations as well as residual motion artifacts. For each subject we defined three "noise ROIs" (nROIs): (i) white matter nROI, defined based on the MPRAGE of each subject; (ii) scalp nROI, defined in the interface between the scalp and the brain; and (iii) eyeball nROI, defined in the eye region. Signals in these out-of-brain regions are unlikely to be modulated by neural activity and thus primarily reflect physiological noise (109) and head movement due to speech. For each nROI in each subject we calculated the first 10 principal components, which explained more than 50% of the variance across all voxels within each response time course in a given nROI. We then used linear regression to remove these components from each voxel in each subject. This method of regressing noise-related signal was more conservative than the standard method in which the mean response (which explains only 6-8% of the variance) in each nROI is regressed out (109) .
Time-Warp Analysis. To correct for temporal differences in the rate of speech production across story retellings, we implemented a time-warp analysis that aligns each retelling to a common time base (Figs. 1 and 2 ). An audio recording of each retelling provided us with a precise and objective measure of the speaker's behavior during that retelling. The time-warping technique first matches the audio recording of each retelling to the first spontaneous audio recording. In contrast to standard linear interpolation that interpolates at constant rate throughout a dataset, the time-warping technique dynamically stretches or compresses different components of the audio envelope to maximize its correlation to the audio envelope of the original story production. To compute the dynamic warping, we modified an algorithm to fit to fMRI data (34, 110, 111) . This algorithm produces a mapping from time points in the audio of each retelling to time points in the audio of the original telling. This audio-based mapping vector was then used to dynamically align the fMRI signals of each retelling to the common time base of the original story production. Each fMRI response was interpolated individually according to its matching audio time-warping vector, and the same interpolation was applied to all voxels within a given retelling run.
To ensure that each retelling of the story was recorded with adequate precision, we correlated the audio envelope of the time-warped audio with the original recording. We identified outliers as those runs where the correlation between the time-warped audio recording and the original recording was unusually low. Specifically, outlier runs were defined as those runs whose audio correlation with the original, after time-warping, were more than twice the interquartile range from the median of the correlations. Thus, if IQR = Q 3 − Q 1 , the outliers had correlation values below Q 1 − 2(IQR) or above Q 3 + 2(IQR). Such low correlation values between the envelopes of the original audio and reproduced audio indicates that the speakers failed to precisely reproduce the original story in these runs, and they were excluded from further analyses.
We note that the temporal alignment of the fMRI signals was performed entirely using information from the auditory recordings. Therefore, this procedure cannot artificially inflate (by overfitting) the correlation across the fMRI datasets. However, in cases where the brain responses are time-locked to the speech utterances, using the speech time warping on the BOLD signal can improve the correlation of the brain responses across recordings.
Intra-SC Analysis. To measure the reliability of the response time courses between corresponding regions during the production of speech, we used an intra-SC analysis. This analysis provides a measure of the reliability of the responses to complex speech production by comparing the BOLD response time courses across different storytelling repetitions (45) . Correlation maps were constructed on a voxel-by-voxel basis (in Talairach space) among each storytelling repetition by comparing the responses across all storytelling repetitions in the following manner. For each voxel, we computed the Pearson productmoment correlation r j = corrðTC j , TC All−j Þ between that voxel's BOLD time course TC j in one repetition and the average TC All−j of that voxel's BOLD time courses in the remaining repetitions. The mean correlation R = 1 N P N j=1 r j was then calculated at every voxel, and this defined the intra-SC.
Intra-SC analysis was also used to measure both the reliability of response time courses between corresponding regions during the production of spontaneous vs. rehearsed speech and during the production of an additional unrelated story versus the original story.
Inter-SC Analysis. To measure the reliability of the response time courses both between the speaker and each SS and between the listeners' brain, we used an inter-SC analysis. The inter-SC analysis was computed in an analogous manner to the intra-SC analysis above, except that instead of correlating across repetitions of speech production within the same speaker we correlated across different speakers or across different listeners hearing the same story.
Phase-Randomized Bootstrapping. Because of the presence of long-range temporal autocorrelation in the BOLD signal (112) , the statistical likelihood of each observed correlation was assessed using a bootstrapping procedure based on phase randomization. The null hypothesis was that the BOLD signal in each voxel in each individual was independent of the BOLD signal values in the corresponding voxel in any other individual at any point in time (i.e., that there was no inter-SC between any pair of subjects).
Phase randomization of each voxel time course was performed by applying a discrete Fourier transform to the signal then randomizing the phase of each Fourier component and inverting the Fourier transformation. This procedure scrambles the phase of the BOLD time course but leaves its power spectrum intact. A distribution of 1,000 bootstrapped average correlations was calculated for each voxel in the same manner as the empirical correlation maps described above, with bootstrap correlation distributions calculated within subjects and then combined across subjects. The distributions of the bootstrapped correlations for each subject were approximately Gaussian, and thus the mean and SDs of the r j distributions calculated for each subject under the null hypothesis were used to analytically estimate the distribution of the average correlation, R, under the null hypothesis. Finally, P values of the empirical average correlations (R values) were computed by comparison with the null distribution of R values.
FDR Correction. To correct for multiple comparisons, the Benjamini-HochbergYekutieli false-discovery procedure that controls the FDR under assumptions of dependence was applied (113, 114) . Following the procedure, P values were sorted in ascending order and the value p q* was chosen. This value is the P value corresponding to the maximum k such that p k < ðk=NÞq*, where q* = 0.05 is the FDR threshold and N is the total number of voxels included in the analysis.
Direct Statistical Testing Between Production and Comprehension Maps. To identify areas that show increase in response reliability for one condition over the other, a t test (α = 0.05) was performed within each voxel that exceeded the threshold in both of the conditions (i.e., voxels that seems to participate in both the comprehension and production of the speech signal). Thus, the t test was performed by comparing the correlation values of the speaker's retellings during production fr j ,r j+1 . . . r n g to the correlation values of the listeners during comprehension fr j ,r j+1 . . . r n g, within each voxel. The resulting map of t test result/voxel was corrected for multiple comparisons using the FDR analysis outlined above where q* = 0.05.
Neural Coupling Analysis. To measure the direct coupling between production and comprehension-based processing, we formed a spatially local general linear model in which temporally shifted voxel time series in one brain are linearly summed to predict the time series of the spatially corresponding voxel in another brain. Thus, the activity at one moment in time in the listener's brain is described as a function of past, present, and future activity in in the speaker's brain. The coupling model is written as Here we choose τ max = 4, which is large enough to capture important temporal processes while also minimizing the overall number of model parameters to maintain statistical power. We obtain similar results with τ max = ð3; 5Þ (for a complete assessment of the model's stability see ref. 33 ). We identified statistically significant neural couplings by assigning P values through a Fisher F test. Specifically, the model equation above has δ model = 9 degrees of freedom whereas δ null = T − δ model − 1, where T is the number of time points in the experiment. For each model fit we construct the F statistic and associated P value P = 1 − f ðF,δ model ,δ null Þ, where f is the cumulative distribution function of the F statistic. We also assigned nonparametric P values by using a null model based on randomly phase-scrambled permuted data (n = 1,000) at each brain location. The nonparametric null model produced P values very close to those constructed from the F statistic. We then corrected for multiple statistical comparisons as above by controlling the FDR.
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SI Methods
We quantified the extent of lateralization of brain activity during speech production by calculating the lateralization index, LI, for each brain region. We define LI = ( P reliability left − P reliability right )/( P reliability left + P reliability right ), where reliability is defined as the average reliable responses in each of the speaker's brain areas across repeated speech acts. The values yielded ranged between −1 and 1, with +1 being purely left reliability and −1 being purely right reliability. The reliability was calculated on the regions of interest (ROI) level to overcome misalignment of homological areas across the two hemispheres in Talairach space. ROIs were defined on the threshold-corrected production map (Fig. 3 ). ROIs were defined as clusters of consecutive voxels within the same anatomical vicinity, in the following locations: medial temporal gyrus (MTG), superior temporal gyrus (STG), temporal pole (TP), angular gyrus (AG), temporal-parietal junction (TPJ), motor cortex, premotor cortex, and precuneus. Specific locations of ROIs were defined functionally as areas that responded reliably during speech production (Fig. 3) . To capture all ROIs in a hemisphere-neutral manner, we divided the left hemisphere into a set of ROIs, defined as clusters of consecutive voxels with clear anatomical borders in the Talairach coordinate system. Importantly, we included all voxels in the left hemisphere to not bias the analysis. Next, we looked at whether or not there were spatially corresponding ROIs in the right hemisphere for each of these ROIs in the left hemisphere. Finally, we looked for any remaining functional ROIs in the right hemisphere that were not apparent in the left hemisphere. In this way, we comprehensively tested whether each ROI was mirrored around the midline and was represented across both hemispheres. We then calculated the LI for each individual run against the average of all other runs and averaged each of these LI calculations to generate the final index. Fig. S1 . Spontaneous vs. rehearsed speech production. Areas that respond reliably during spontaneous and rehearsed speech production of the same realworld story are the same as areas that respond reliably during the production of rehearsed speech. Significance was assessed using a nonparametric permutation procedure and the maps were corrected for multiple comparisons using a false discovery rate (FDR) procedure. See Table S1 for a complete list of reliably activated areas. Anatomical abbreviations as in Fig. 3 . We quantified the extent of lateralization of brain activity during speech production by calculating the lateralization index, LI, for each brain region. We define LI = (∑reliablity left − ∑reliability right )/(∑reliability left + ∑reliability right ), where reliability is defined as the average reliable responses in each of the speaker's brain areas across repeated speech acts.
